Exhibitions Policy
This policy is intended to give guidance concerning the programming of temporary
exhibitions within all of Knowsley’s Galleries, including Prescot Museum.
This is to ensure that prospective exhibitors are aware of Knowsley Council’s need to
promote and encourage arts education, audience development, social inclusion, life
long learning and presentations which are complimentary to Leisure & Culture
Development Service annual exhibitions programme.

Mission Statement
The Leisure & Culture Development Service aims to provide a diverse programme of
exhibitions and events that will appeal to a wide cross section of the community,
attracting new and existing audiences. The exhibitions programme will include,
wherever possible, exhibitions that encompass the following:


A community based / locally inspired home grown arts exhibition



A touring, national exhibition



An in-house exhibition of the Museum’s collection/s



An exhibition exploring local heritage and the social history of Knowsley



An exhibition exploring health as a theme



A contemporary arts exhibition



An exhibition of young and emerging artists



A family-centred exhibition



An exhibition of traditional and / or contemporary crafts.



A collaborative exhibition designed and created with partner agencies either
within the Borough or across Merseyside.



An exhibition to support local initiatives or festivals e.g. Liverpool Biennial or Find
Your Talent



Loans from other museums

We aim to:


Improve access to the arts and encourage partnerships between other
departments, individuals, groups and organisations



Provide exhibitions and activities of a high standard that seek to inspire and
educate



Host approximately 15 exhibitions per year, across all of our venues



Support artists and groups working within the Borough and to treat all proposals
fairly. Priority will be given to artists and groups connected with the Borough of
Knowsley



Ensure that all exhibitions are accessible to all, in terms of physical and
intellectual access

Objectives
The Leisure & Culture Development Service will seek to:


Identify target audiences in line with the ‘Sustainable Communities Strategy’



To support local communities via the ‘Information and Transformation’ plan



Demonstrate the validity of art as a significant contributor to education and
as a social voice, through an informed and dynamic exhibitions programme



Support young and emerging artists



Reflect cultural diversity and promote arts education for all



Explore local heritage and social history; involving local communities at all
available opportunities



Develop the arts and awareness of the arts within the borough



Where applicable, to support and work in partnerships with other
organisations and groups in hosting and programming exhibitions



Positively encourage the submission of exhibition proposals



Make better and increased usage/access of the Museum Collection



Use exhibitions as a springboard to develop other arts activities

 Continue to form links and partnerships where possible within the community
to guide arts development

Programming
The planning of temporary exhibitions and their related events are coordinated by the
Leisure & Culture Development Officer and the Exhibitions Team, who will consider all
the exhibition proposals submitted to the Gallery.
Collectively our galleries serve to address key priorities from the ‘Sustainable
Communities Strategy’ and the Cultural strategy, through their targeting and
involvement of specific and general audiences - to ensure that our gallery spaces and
exhibition opportunities offer engagement, educational content, aware raising of
issues and inclusive development opportunities for different sectors across Knowsley:
Key priorities (Sustainable Communities Strategy) for the Exhibitions Team:


Unlocking Potential and Raising Attainment



Safer more Cohesive Communities



Raising Attainment and Skills
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A well connected Knowsley

The Gallery Spaces
There are two contemporary art galleries in the borough, one in Huyton and one in
Kirkby. Kirkby Centre (as of March 2014) is the home to Kirkby Gallery and Huyton
Gallery sits within the Huyton Library building. We also manage Prescot Museum which
focuses on the local history of the area and the important clock and watch making
industry.
In addition to these, we also have a smaller exhibition space which provide local and
/ or emerging artists a small area in which to display their work. This is located in Kirkby
Centre, directly outside of Kirkby Gallery on the first floor. This space is termed as the
‘stART Space’.
The galleries display work by local, regional, national and international artists including
touring exhibitions from the Hayward Gallery, Knowsley’s Annual Open Exhibitions,
Schools, and community arts projects. We also work in partnership with other arts
agencies to deliver exhibitions, such as Liverpool Biennial and pan Merseyside projects.
Prescot Museum, as well as the permanent displays, hosts a series of exciting
temporary exhibitions each year, which access collections from other museums and
support the National Curriculum. All special and permanent exhibitions are family
friendly, with hands-on exhibits and interactive displays. There is a permanent
collection which currently houses some 14,000 objects detailing the Borough’s history.
As an overview, our galleries are used to present different types of exhibitions and work
with and support artists and art / community groups of varying experience levels:
Prescot Museum

- Exhibitions which focus on local heritage / social history
and the Museum Collection

Huyton Gallery

- Professional exhibition space for individuals or groups

Kirkby Gallery

- Professional exhibition space for individuals or groups

StART Space

- Emerging artists’ space

(KirkbyCentre)
As a guide to prospective applicants, we plan our exhibitions as a three-year
programme and will always have, as a minimum, booked at least 12-18 months in
advance for our main galleries, so please do bear this in mind when submitting
proposals. Beyond this, we do programme in national touring exhibitions and more
involved exhibitions further ahead due to the necessary lead-in and organising time
required. We will therefore take exhibition proposals at any point in the year and hope
to let prospective exhibitors know within 3 months whether their proposal has been
successful or not.
The StART Space
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Just to provide an additional note to explain the specific criteria for exhibiting in this
gallery, artists must fulfil the following criteria to be able to exhibit in this gallery:


Artists can be as young as 14 years of age, through to whatever age



They must not have had a previous solo exhibition in a professional gallery



They are from, based or work / study in the North West

Access
All exhibitions and activities are organised with consideration to the physical access of
all individuals, such as lower hanging heights, large print labels, hands-on activities
designed to include all abilities and wheelchair access.
The Leisure & Culture Development Service endeavours to make exhibitions
intellectually accessible, helping people to better understand the artwork by
facilitating activities linked to exhibitions and providing an artist’s statement.
We aim to offer a diverse range of exhibitions in order to attract new and varied
audiences.

Terms and Conditions
Framing
Work does not necessarily need to be framed but must be mirror plated, metal and
clip frames will not be accepted. Mirror plates should be placed in the centre of the
frames’ vertical drop.
Content and Selection
The Leisure & Culture Development Service reserves the right to refuse work that may
be deemed controversial or offensive to the gallery audience. The decision of
Knowsley Council is final and is not open to debate. Priority will be given to work that
may contribute to the aims of Knowsley’s ‘Sustainable Community Strategy’ and has
associated learning opportunities for the public.
Education
The Leisure & Culture Development Service will, where possible, facilitate creative and
educational partnerships including public workshops, talks and demonstrations linked
to the current exhibitions.
Proposals
The Leisure & Culture Development Service will consider proposals from all individuals
and groups. Proposals should include:


A completed exhibition proposal



A selection of images (please note that if an proposal is successful, we will
require good quality jpeg images of no less than 300 dpi) and / or link to a
relevant website of the artists / groups work



An artist’s statement of no longer than one side of A4, including suggestions for
an activity / activities that link to the exhibition
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Responsibilities of the Leisure & Culture Development Service
The Leisure & Culture Development Service will:


Record the condition of work as it enters Knowsley Galleries and insure work at
the artist’s price, for loss or damage, from the dates of entry through to
collection



Select any number of artists to exhibit together as it sees fitting



Hang all work at its discretion and remove it ready for collection



Publicise all exhibitions via the Council’s Communications department



Produce posters, leaflets and price lists as necessary



Provide a space and facilities for workshops or demonstrations



Provide glasses and light refreshments for exhibition Private Views / Openings



Ensure adequate security



Sell works and organise payment after the exhibition closes (where applicable)



We will insure artwork from the point of collection through to return of artwork,
for all exhibitions



We will organise the transportation of artwork to and from our exhibitions, where
required

Responsibilities of Exhibitors
Exhibitors will:


Deliver all work on the Monday / Tuesday two weeks prior to exhibition opening



Collect all work within one week of the exhibition closing. The Leisure & Culture
Development Service reserves the right to dispose of work not collected



Provide a minimum of one free arts / educational activity relating to the
exhibition, i.e. workshop, demonstration or talk.



Provide good quality images of artwork for use in the council’s publicity
materials for exhibitions (jpeg images should be no less than 300 dpi)



Provide a valuation of each artwork for Insurance purposes



Read and sign exhibition agreement



Ensure all work is mirror plated



Clearly label each artwork with the number, title and full name



Provide all exhibition related information / text and publicity material a minimum
of one month in advance of the exhibition



Agree all sales be made through the gallery. A commission of 25% will be
charged on all works sold (with exception to the Open Art Exhibitions)



Accept that compliance of Health and Safety guidelines may affect how work is
displayed



Take all packaging away as the galleries do not have storage space available
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